1. **Total number of Investigations (in any state)**
   provided with new information by the Indiana CODIS program (linked to an offender or another case)  
   7,975

2. **Number of INDIANA cases linked to a potential suspect (offender) by a CODIS hit**  
   a. Homicide (including attempted murder and death investigation)  
      210  
   b. Sexual Assault (including child molestation, other sex crimes, and rape)  
      1153  
   c. Burglary/Theft  
      3,689  
   d. Robbery  
      344  
   e. Other (i.e. arson, battery, criminal recklessness/mischief, drug-related, etc.)  
      465  
   f. Indianapolis-Marion County Crime Lab cases  
      (case type unknown to ISP)  
      644

3. **Number of Indiana offender samples being searched in CODIS**  
   > 347,000
   a. Conviction samples  
      Account for 6,015 hits since collection began in 1996  
      >288,000  
   b. Arrest samples  
      Account for 653 hits since collection began in 2018  
      > 58,000

4. **Number of Indiana casework profiles being searched in CODIS**  
   >17,000

5. **Percent of unsolved Indiana cases that have been involved in a hit**  
   56.6%